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THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.2074 Foundeb 1866 Decemhi

114 Adelaide St., WestuRapid Easy” Grain Grinders Toronto

Dec.MÊlflI 1918YOU NEED A GRINDER T

An Open Letter to 
The Farmers of 

Ontario

No implement is more valuable on the farm. Why waste time travelling 
back and forth and waiting your turn at the Mill? Grind at home when 
most convenient and save all this useless expense. When you buy, be careful 
to select the best.
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A few styles and size 
are as follows:
No. A—6" Plates

(Flat) 2>j to 5 H.P. 
No. A—7" Plates

(Flat) 3 to 6 H.P.
No. B—Plates 

(Flat) 5 
No. B—10"

(Flat) 6
No. C—9%" Plates 

Mill Head, Custom 
Work 5 to 12 H.P. 
CUSTOM MILLS 

No. D— OH" Plates 
(Flat) 8 

No. D—11”
Compared with other Grinders, and tested for (Flat) 8 

Operating Efficiency—number of days of active ser
vice—the “RAPID EASY” IS AN EASY WINNER.
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HERE'S OUR 

OFFER: Rapid-EasyI? Gentlemen.- Some five years ago the writer had his attention drawn to the 
possibility of utilizing the engine in a Ford car for the purpose of driving the 
different machinery around the farm, where belt power could be used. After 
experimenting for a considerable time on crude devices, such as jacking up the 
back wheels, etc., we came to the conclusion that it was practicable and feasible 
if we could only devise an attachment using only the engine of the car, and 
work out some practical means of keeping the engine cool when working. Also 
something which would be handy to take off and put on.

This line of thought started the Autopower, with the result that we developed 
an attachment that could be attached to the front end of the car and only run 
the engine. Our first attempt, we will admit, was a very crude device, and in 
addition we were handicapped, owing to the war, for the proper materials, but 
what device is not crude in its first manufacture. We put out in the first two 
years some hundreds of machines, which although they ran quite satisfactorily 
yet they developed defects to be overcome which we could only learn to do 
through experience, and by keeping in view the one idea of making this machine 
as perfect as it is humanly possible to make it.
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STYLE and SIZE for ANY POWER.

ALL built to produce BEST RESULTS. 
MORE WORK—BETTER QUALITY—LEAST 

POWER. LOW OPERATING COST- 
DURABILITY of MACHINE and of GRINDING 

PLATES UNEQUALLED.
PRICES MODERATE

to 10 H.P. 
Plates 
to 12 H.P.

I! to 14 H.P. 
Plates 
to 16 H.P

14 to 20 H.P.
No. 6—11" Plates

15 to 25 H.P. 
No. 7—13" Plates
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Our Grinde-s stand up day in and day out, month after month, always 
working with ■ u h lendid satisfaction that the owner refers to the Machine

as his

a.
To-day we have a machine which is portable and can be attached or de

tached in a few minutes, equipped with an auxiliary fan which keeps the engine 
cool, a friction clutch which takes up the load, a wood pulley with a 5-inch face 
and a bronze bushing, a flexible coupling for alignment, and a governor which 
automatically controls all speeds. By the shifting of a convenient lever you cart 
run your machine slow enough to drive a fanning mill, or fast enough to 
your grain grinder.
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That is the main 
reason for the large 
ard ever increasing 
demand for our 
Machines, - a demand 
that is taxing our 
manufacturing facil
ities to the limit.

We have proven by actual experience that it is the best power on the farm 
irrespective of what power you have.

All we want is a chance to have the machine tried on your farm, and prove 
by actual test that our statements are correct. It is hard to convince you that 
it is possible to run a 10-inch grain grinder to its fullest capacity all day if you 
wish, but we guarantee the Autopower to do it, and what we ask is a chance 
to give you one of these Autopowers on trial without any money down to prove 
that our statements are correct. tp-mpiMiin»-

Drop a line to the above address and we will send 
you catalogue and full information.

Yours truly

i
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! LET YOUR ORDER BE NEXT Truf
Enquire of any Fleury Dealer or write us direct. Illustrated 

Folder on request..

uJ. FLEIRY’S & SONS Aurora, Ontario A. M. McGILL1
WITH ATTACHMENT OFF 

and LICENSE NUMBER ON
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This is an actual]test of seed corn, 94% Germinator. All our seed must 
test well and show strong vigorous growth before sending out.

SEED CORN for 1919 SOWING
T ; < . ■ « Specially priced for immediate delivery; carefully selected, strong, 

vigorous seed. Tested for Germination.
Rock or Nail Cured on Cob. P

Lbs.
70Long Fellow 

White Cap 
Gold Glow 
Wisconsin No. 7 
Bailey..................
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Bags Free.
Write at once for our advance Price List and compare our prices with 

others. We sell direct to Farmers. No Middlemen’s profits.
Bargains in Bags.

Second-Hand Bags strongly patched by machinery.
Cotton, First Quality, SB.00 per dozen ; Second Quality, $5.00; Third 

Quality, $3.50; Jute Sugar Bags, $1.80 per dozen ; Jute Flour Bags, $2.00. 
Write for our Poultry Catalogue.
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GEO. KEITH & SONS
Toronto124 King St. East
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“ TAP EVERY TREE ”
Maple Syrup and Sugar is a food, a 

necessity. Make preparations now to 
save this valuable crop, and double or 
treble the production. Every pound of 
sugar, every gallon of syrup helps food 
conservation, and the market gives a 
price unthought-of before the war. With 
a Grimm Champion Outfit, you can 
make more syrup with less help and in 
less time and at less cost than any other 
way. Put your Maple bush in working 
order and get in touch with us on the 
question of outfit.

The Grimm Mfg. Co., Ltd.
58 Wellington Street

MONTREAL QUEBEC
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